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Creates a user profiles by adding 
relevant details, Adds the relevant 
users like (Aircraft engineer, 
maintenance technician)
boarding Kit.  

Access/ Login to 
forge  

Onboarding 
Kit  

RECEIVES INSTALLATION 
JOB ID FROM DM  

Onboarding 
Kit  

RECEIVES INSTALLATION 
JOB ID FROM DM  

Prepares a device detail for the
checklist  to start registering the 
new devices  

Gets a notification about the 
installation time . 

Creates a JOB ID by adding 
relevant details for aircraft Eng

Sets up installation time with 
Third party/oem 

Scenario 1 : Install without 
                   third party help

Scenario 1 : Install with third
                    party help.

receives JOB ID and its details
 from Director of Maintenance. 

Finalizes
1. the installation time with the operator
2. Infrastructure 

The OEM schedules the 
installation time and date
post approval. 

Receives the device at the 
site from the OEM/Dealer

Attends to the checklist, seeks 
for assistance to prepare for 
installation with OEM/ self 

Reaches the site to deliver 
the device to the customer

Day of Installation   

OEM assistant 

Access/ Login to 
forge  

The notification will be sent to the system, 
the system will distribute it further Receives a JOB ID with installation details

Manual installation Checks installation as complete manually
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access the checklist for
 device information

3 Registration of device
(link it to tail)

3 1. Manually prepared files(prepare files)
2. Subscription based files ready to load.
    (package comes with a device )

3 Loads all the relevant 
files that needs to be 
staged to the device

3

1st time authentication 

AUTOMATIC
loading can be 
enabled for 
selected files

The configuration files is 
sent to the E- library

3 Forge will load the files 
to the device once the 
aircraft is switched ON

3

Receives a JOB ID with 
installation details

3

Receives the job details 
e.g. UCF update / 
configuration files

3

14 hrs before scheduled 
update.

3

Configuring After Installation 

TRACKING,  COMPLETED , ONGOING, UPCOMING DEVICE INSTALLATIONS . 

Preparing for Installation

Locates the Job ID and 
starts the job. 

3 Installs the device in the 
cockpit. 

3

Connects to the device
through a mobile device. 

3 Load configuration files 
from e-library using
mobile device 

3

Steps incase of manual intervention 

Aircraft engineer is notified 
that the device is 
configured. 

3

Sends confirmation that 
the files are loaded and
completes the job 

3

After manual check in the cockpit

SYSTEM SENDS JOB
COMPLETION 
NOTIFICATION TO 
EVERYONE

3

TRACKING,  COMPLETED , ONGOING, UPCOMING DEVICE INSTALLATIONS . 

- Reduce manual
  intervention

- Task and resource 
   mangement

XO’s 

Edge case scenarios:

- Error in loading needs immediate 
  manual loading

- No maintenance technician 
  available

Current status Upcoming upgrades 

System recognises which aircraft is approaching 
the airport and ready to offload data and sends a 
job request to the respective maintenance 
technician to take action.

3

Locates the Job ID and 
starts the job. 

3

Honeywell 
Engineer 

OFFLOADING DATA 

SCALABLE 

asset information/status/
issues/ database files 
added and removed.

3

Database availability, database cycles ,
Subscriptions, Applications update,
Configuration expiry / renewal / upload/
offload  (ASDS and  INDS)

3

schedule/create maintenance tasks 
and assigns

3System recognises which aircraft is 
approaching the airport and ready to 
offload data and sends a notification.

3

Devices health status ?3

Database transition cycle
7 day before the expiry of 
the databases.

3

assigns job to the 
engineer/job ID is 
created.

3

Receives the job ID to check on the 
update, and decides to execute the
job by himself.

3

 assigns tasks to  the technician in 
 case of multiple aircraft updates

3

or

P 2
priority 2

Downloads new database 
from INDS website for 
manual push

3

Prepare 

Prepares for uploading 
database to avionics from 
Datamanger

3

Prepares for offloading
database from avionics 
using MX Advisor.

3 Visits INDS website to 
renew subscription.

3

Completed

receives Job done notification.
automated message /or manual.

3

Completes the task and assigns the
technician

3

Uploads the databases
3

Downloads fault history files 
form avionics

3

uploads from device to 
avionics.

3

Job done notification is sent 
to everyone .\automated. 

3Connects MX advisor  
to the device

3 uploads DATABASE  
to the device

3

prepares to upload the data bases by connects
to a mobile device (Dada manager)

3


